
PREVIEW 

VS 

ACROBAT



• View• Edit
Change text or images in your PDF documents on 
any device.• Create
Turn practically any file format from HTML to 
Microsoft Office documents to images into PDF 
files• Convert
Convert PDFs to Word or Excel files and keep all 
your fonts and formatting, including tables and 
bullet points.• Sign

•

Adobe Acrobat operations on a PDF
($14.99/mo, requires annual commitment)



• View• Crop portions of a page• Text to speech• Add highlights • Add notes• Use Markup to annotate• Redact text• Magnifier

• Add a signature• Add and delete pages• Reducing size (compacting)• Add bookmarks• Rotate page• Export to different formats• Export with Quartz filter

Preview operations on a PDF
(Free with a Mac. Files on iOS is somewhat comparable)
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Using Preview
PMUG SIG, October 25, 2021

Preview operations on a PDF:

• View
• Crop portions of a page
• Text to speech
• Add highlights
• Add notes
• Use Markup to annotate
• Redact text
• Magnifier
• Add a signature
• Add and delete pages
• Reducing size (compacting)
• Add bookmarks
• Rotate page
• Export to different formats
• Export with Quartz filter

Adobe Acrobat operations on a PDF:
I still see people with Adobe Acrobat installed and using that to view PDFs. So what can 
you use Adobe Acrobat Pro DC for?

• Edit PDF’s
• Create PDFs
• Convert PDFs
• Sign PDFs

Preview does all that with one exception - editing PDF’s. Granted, the features for those 
tasks in Adobe are a bit more elaborate than what Preview offers, but those extra 
features are rarely needed by any casual Apple user and can be accomplished using 
other Apple apps.

Adobe Acrobat Pro DC is $14.99/mo payable yearly, or the standard for $12.99/mo paid 
yearly. Preview is free.

If you really need to do desktop publishing to create fantastical PDFs, then Affinity 
Publisher for $50 (one time purchase with optional annual upgrades at a discount) is an 
option.

Versioning: Preview automatically saves changes for you as you work, so you don’t 
have to save your changes manually. You can save a document manually if you want to, 
for example, save a copy of the document in a different location.



Preview periodically saves “snapshots” of your document, called versions, so that you 
can view the document as it appeared in the past and revert to a previous version. 
When you’re actively editing a document, Preview saves a version at least every hour, 
and more often if you’re making significant changes. Preview also saves a version when 
you open a document, save or duplicate a document, lock or rename a document, or 
revert to a previous version.

Converting a PDF to an editable file is simple on iOS, iPadOS, and macOS. Open the 
PDF file, highlight the text, copy what is highlighted, and paste it in a Pages, Keynote, or 
TextEdit document. It doesn’t preserve text formatting and it doesn’t copy some 
character styles, like superscript and subscript, so that’s an extra step required with this 
process. It’s not perfect, but it is free. Even the most expensive OCR app has problems 
with anything that isn’t plain text.

In iOS and iPadOS, there is no Preview app. The Files app can do what Preview does 
on a Mac, but it does have some limitations as to the kinds of files it will display. PDF 
files are easily displayed with the Files app.

Unrelated to Preview:
An issue that some people ask about is how to print a page from a website without the 
ads and other stuff. If the page can be viewed in Reader mode, that eliminates the adds 
and other stuff. Otherwise, the only way I would approach it is to highlight the entire 
content (Command-A), paste it into a new Pages or Word or Writer document, and then 
edit the document, then print the document. Time consuming, but effective.


